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 PREMIUM ROMANIAN TRANSLATIONS 

More business is brought by more customers that hear you well in their 

own language. No awkward phrases. No unnatural language. No disruption. 

Just engaging language that sounds great and makes perfect sense. That’s 

premium. 

 
A B O U T 

Translating since 2006, 

proudly helping many high 

profile international brands to 

speak Romanian. 

 

B I O 
With over a decade of experience as a translation and 

localization expert and 2+ millions of translated words, I 

deliver localization services for industries like: Internet 

Tech, Social Networks, Technical, Automotive, ITC, 

Medical, Marketing, Gaming or Agriculture. 

I spend most of my free time with my wife and one, two, 

three, four beautiful children, and enjoy the company of 

a cat and a dog. 

 

P H I L O S O P H Y 
Translations must always feel like original text. The less 

a reader can tell they are reading a translation, the 

better. I call that stealth translations. 

 

P O R T F O L I  O 
My partners are likely to look for a provider who will go 

the extra mile for top quality. Some of my end-clients 

have included international brands like: 

■ Facebook, Intel, Sony, Instagram, WhatsApp, 

Pinterest, Microsoft, HP, Roche Diagnostics, Audi, VW, 

Mercedes-Benz, Hasbro, Deutche Telekom etc 

  

E X P E R I E N C E 
■ TECHNICAL: product documentation for: IT hardware, 

transportation and logistics equipment, welding 

equipment, industrial equipment, agricultural equipment 

or DIY stores 

■ AUTOMOTIVE: repair diagnostics software, marketing 

■ GAMING: I localize web and mobile games for various 

game publishers (genres: sports, space action, farm 

simulators, city management, sea action etc; with tens of 

millions of players) covering game stories, in-game 

content, web and app strings, patch-notes, 

announcements, terms and conditions, vlog subtitles as 

well as various other marketing materials 

■ BOARD GAMES: localization and transcreation 

(adaptation) of games for the RO market. 

■ ITC: hardware (peripherals) and software (web apps 

and subscription-based services) 

■ MARKETING: hundreds of thousands of words for 

various industries 

■ MEDICAL: Dentistry (medical implants) and Medical 

devices & Software (insulin apparel and related mobile 

apps). 

■ VOICE-OVER: media localization and production 

■ FINANCIAL: online payment procedures, systems and 

marketing texts for services like Paysafecard or Skrill 

■ AGRICULTURE: agricultural machinery  

■ LEGAL: Terms and Conditions, Terms of Use, 

Disclamers etc 

■ MOBILE APPS: diabetes management, games, 

Pinterest, Facebook, Intagram, WhatsApp,  

C R E D E N T I A L S 

■ Bachelor Degree in Translation Studies, UBB Cluj-Napoca 

■ Masters Degree in Translation Studies and Terminology, UBB Cluj-Napoca 
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